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This paper explores ideas about which I’ve felt strongly since the 1980s – and 
which have organized some of my feelings, thoughts and research around 
HIV/AIDS and its cultural/psychological aspects. However, the paper 
generated its own problems, a set of doubts and disagreements with myself. 
This is because, in the six months, and especially the six weeks, before the 
paper was completed (the night before it was presented in Rome), I had a 
disorienting set of – let’s call them changes in my health status: my own error 
resulted in having to change to a more toxic HIV combination of medications, 
then there was blood in my urine, suddenly poor test results – all of which left 
me more ill than I had been since, perhaps, 2009 (or 2004, 2001, 1993…). 
 
Illness, and proximity to death, is of course an intense experience: as I have 
learned in the past, but had clearly forgotten, it often makes one’s cherished 
opinions and positions look like so much deluded nonsense – like part of the 
frame of interlocking complexes and projections that we all carry around us to 
keep the vertigo, the disorientation, of proximity to death at bay. 
 
And so, in the thirty-six hours before my Rome presentation, while presenting 
at another conference, traveling a messy network of planes, trains and buses, 
sleeping a great deal, paying attention to pills and my unstable ability to 
function – I began to doubt myself, and the opinions that I express here. Not 
necessarily because I disagree with them: but because it suddenly seemed as 
though a substantial part of the paper was embedded in my own defenses and 
avoidance – my own lies and inflation – all of which crumbled, became 
exposed as shaky stage sets, as illness and death came close once again. 
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Fortunately, with an audience of analysts, there is value in pointing out these 
flaws and discrepancies: as I claim here, politics can be a way of avoiding 
death – but it also became obvious to me that argument, reason, experience, 
can also shift to appear to be the flimsiest of self-protecting barriers: like 
phantoms, like ashes, when one gets close to the darkness of death. 
 
A few years ago, I went to Manchester Pride, one of the larger and more party-
oriented gay pride celebrations in the UK. As Manchester Pride hands over much of 
its income to HIV charities, there is always a vigil devoted to HIV/AIDS at the end 
of the long weekend – on Monday night, when many visitors are already headed 
home on the train. Yet there is always a very large number of people gathered in the 
park where the vigil takes place, whatever the weather, including many young 
people, families, members of various local communities, and so on. 
 
There is normally a speech that ‘sets the tone’ about HIV/AIDS, often reflecting 
personal experiences as well as current politics and world events. That year, a young 
man stood up and said he had been diagnosed HIV-positive just two years before, 
and was already involved in several local political movements related to HIV/AIDS. 
He said a number of reasonable and valuable things, admittedly with a certain 
amount of detectable ambition, couching everything in strongly political terms; but 
at the end, he said: You must all be angry! – anger is what we need, more than 
anything! 
 
At this point, I became exasperated – no, all right: I got angry – but not angry in the 
way that he was demanding. Instead, I got angry at this militant, indeed almost 
military, command. 
 
I happen to be someone whose adult life has largely revolved around HIV/AIDS – 
not necessarily by choice, and not always with wisdom, but so it goes. I was 
probably infected in 1981 or 1982, I first watched a boyfriend die in 1983, and was 
diagnosed myself in 1987 – I have lived and worked and been treated by medical 
personnel on four continents, I have managed an HIV patient group with peer 
counseling in Newcastle for most of the past thirteen years, and I have generated 
academic and creative publications, teaching, and professional and community 
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presentations in connection to the crisis and its impact. I’ll admit, in fact, that at 
times I wonder if I have over-identified with it – as have my own analysts, and at 
least one of my supervisors. 
 
I think that the most valuable thing I have learned in the past thirty-three years is 
that facing AIDS – that is: facing the immanence of death, the pain and 
fragmentation of the entropically damaged body, and the cultural guilt attached to 
sex, drugs, sexual deviance, and infection – is that there is no single response to 
HIV/AIDS which is more important or more valuable than another. Grief, anguish, 
depression – pride, aggression, rediscovered meaning – all of these have their places, 
at different turns of the wheel. 
 
••• 
 
HIV/AIDS has always been a lightning rod for Western social anxieties around sex, 
race, drug use, and homosexuality, and many of its battles have been fought on 
political grounds – but I think that the deeper, more personal terrors of illness and 
death are often avoided through political activism. Can the energy of a public 
demonstration answer the questions posed in a dimly lit hospital room at three a.m., 
as one is filled with an awareness of physical disintegration and imminent death? 
These questions have always disturbed me. Years of medical, political, cultural and 
personal events have not resolved the substantial gap between these experiences, 
nor the sense that all our hard-won political power is a covert strategy for banishing 
the real and implacable problem of death in the contemporary world. 
 
We know that, for more than thirty years, HIV/AIDS has been a focus of powerful 
political and cultural change in the worlds of sexuality, pharmaceutical treatment, 
recreational drugs, health care, patient activism, immigration, and social stigma. It is 
a major source of many now common symbols and activities – ribbons, marches, 
walks, graphic arts, quilts, and the transformation of personal experiences into 
shared discourses. The social reasons for such symbolic power are clear – much of 
the public discussion has always had its source in a particular sector of the HIV 
population: the relatively articulate, urban, young gay men who were hit by what is 
commonly called the ‘crisis’ only about fifteen years after they began to wield 
increased political and cultural clout. 
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However, since the early 1980s, this symbolic power has been combatively directed 
towards medical and political structures: politicians who ignored or denied funding, 
doctors who would not touch patients, pharmaceutical companies that downplayed 
side effects, etc. This is essentially an extrovert response, and one rooted in an 
emotional core of fear and anger – the radical political network ACT-UP spent a vast 
amount of enraged energy not only on public protest, but also on refocusing the 
experience of AIDS onto problems of governance and finance. Despite success in 
those areas – increased freedom to issue experimental medications, institutional 
support for treatment costs, a reduction of the panic around drug use to allow 
needle exchanges – all these actions tend to avoid any confrontation with the core 
terrors. 
 
Of course, medicine has other ways of avoiding death – especially the focus on 
repair and maintenance that mechanizes the patient, avoids preparation for the 
inevitable end, and ignores experiences of comfort and well-being that may remain 
in the dying body. (Of course, as anyone who has had a serious illness knows, 
doctors and nurses often respond quite differently to these problems.) With post-
1996 medications, a focus on complex resistance patterns helps to distract both 
doctor and patient from existential terror. In this realm, familiar patient complaints 
about the insensitivities of doctors, disclosure and confidentiality around status, and 
exaggerated medical precautions – from operations scheduled at the end of the 
working day to orderlies double-gloving to push a wheelchair – take on a very 
different symbolic impact. 
 
This spectrum of avoidance and projection, and our fearful condemnation of 
criminalized sexualities and drugs, has its roots in our vast fear of death. This 
directly connects our contemporary experience to the most ancient of archetypal 
images (Herzog, 1960 & 2000) – the terror of the unknowable, the unbearable 
possibility of nonexistence, the generation of a range of unstable symbols that stand 
at the verge of infinity – and, perhaps, the impossibility of articulating expectations 
of death and whatever may come after it that do not feel, at some level, like the most 
desperate of wishful fantasies. 
 
••• 
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I am therefore skeptical about focusing on politics in certain situations. This 
conference, along with the one in London in 2014, is based on an understandable 
concern among Jungians that our frequently more introverted, more fantasy-
oriented, more aestheticized branch of psychoanalysis needs to become more social, 
more worldly, more engaged with concrete action and the systems of the extrovert 
world. Perhaps I am not so concerned about this because, although I have been 
interested in Jungian work since I first entered analysis (not quite coincidentally at 
the moment of my own AIDS diagnosis in 1987), I have only been studying to 
become an analyst since 2009. I am therefore experientially and ideologically at some 
distance from the dominant concerns of the conference and, in this case, of the field, 
and am not particularly concerned about any need for dramatic change. 
 
Which means that, counter to the dominant discourses of this conference – the sense 
that a relatively introverted profession needs, as a kind of enantiodromia, to move 
into social action – I believe that the political (and social) framework that has 
dominated HIV/AIDS for three decades needs to make more room for its 
imaginative, introverted opposite. Because, ultimately, anger and political action are 
absolutely limited in their impact: and it often seems as though the most common 
justification for a strong political stance around HIV/AIDS is the desperate need to 
look away from the existential darkness that has always stood behind the illness. 
 
Of course it is difficult, some say impossible, to perceptually or imaginatively 
approach the essential vastness of death and dying: although Western culture has 
greatly increased its social awareness and acceptance of death over the past four or 
five decades, death is inevitably beyond our ken, unknowable, despite the extensive 
work in dream and religion and art that we employ to organize our relationship to 
it. However, we may be able to face our dreams, our emotions, and archetypal 
images, with all their implications: the dread, the sense of the infinite or the 
inescapable, and a transcendence that, at some level, we know cannot be entirely 
contained in any reassuring homily or imagined afterlife. 
 
••• 
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Douglas Crimp’s famous article on ‘Mourning and Militancy’ (Crimp, 1989) in 
relation to AIDS took Freud’s distinction between mourning and melancholia and 
twisted it slightly to analyze the experience of AIDS in the late 1980s, when death 
was only slightly slowed by the medicines that prevented pneumocystis pneumonia, 
and we had become accustomed to weekly funerals, panic and rejection at home and 
at work, institutional ignorance, and friends vanishing forever after we hadn’t seen 
them for a few weeks. Crimp’s article was generally interpreted to mean that we 
shouldn’t be grieving or fearful, we should be angry and political – it was frequently 
discussed in those terms by brilliant activists and writers for a decade. More 
recently, Crimp reprinted the article with a foreword where he said he had been at 
least partially misunderstood, and that he valued and respected real mourning as 
much as Freud did (Crimp, 2002). 
 
That was evidently not clear to many AIDS militants in those most intense years, 
between about 1984 and 1996; and I know that I did not understand it in that way – I 
resented the implication that public militancy was the only way to proceed. In any 
case, the strongest militancy seemed more of a New York ideology than a San 
Francisco one – though a unified stance on militancy existed by the mid-1980s in 
New York, San Francisco’s ACT UP had split into several groups by the 1990s over 
unresolvable arguments about the virus and whether various positions and 
individuals were militant, or politically radical, enough. 
 
Around the same time, the articulated space for experiencing more self-directed 
emotions was usually either entirely individual or dogmatically over-structured. I 
remember joining a set of group therapy sessions run by Donna deGaetani in Los 
Angeles a year or so after my HIV diagnosis in 1987. There were six of us, all gay 
white men, all articulate and aware; but I discovered that I was the only one who 
wanted to talk about death, dying, or fear – the others preferred to talk about what 
they had done that week, going shopping, seeing a film, etc. I tended to worry about 
being the group’s downer, the depressing one, the neurotic one, the one who was 
destroying himself through his own attitude; but, within six months, four members 
of the group were dead – only I, and the shy one who didn’t talk much, remained 
alive. 
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Though I admittedly felt guilty, or deluded, for imagining it, at the time I felt that 
this was what had set me apart from the rest of the group – my desire to talk about 
illness and death – and even that it helped to keep me alive. This is, of course, 
ridiculous – as ridiculous as repeated statements by members of my current HIV 
patient group in Newcastle that it is their focus on the positive that keeps them alive 
(we see an extreme limit of CBT and/or New Age approaches in this). But I still had 
a sense that something about me that seemed morbid, my focus on the darker threat, 
was actually supporting me in some counterintuitive way. 
 
It was a year or so later that Ma Jaya, a visiting guru, gave me the spiritual name of 
Nachiketas – Nachiketas, in the Katha Upanishad, is the boy who makes friends 
with Death, the one who goes down to hell to ask Yama blunt and realistic 
questions, to challenge the rules of Death by demanding their justifications. That 
naming felt strangely supportive, as though, like me, Ma Jaya felt that my 
willingness to focus on the worst was exactly what kept me alive. 
 
In contrast, for some months in the early 1990s I regularly attended the very large 
group support meetings that were run by Louise Hay in a West Hollywood park. 
Hay was a cancer survivor and self-help author who told us that we needed to ‘own 
our illness’ (Hay, 1984). Hay’s books and meditations offered hope, but they also 
had dangerously tricky aspects, as such approaches often do when they oversimplify 
the choices we make when we are close to powerful forces: we were told that we 
needed to believe in our own healing powers if we wanted to survive, so that when 
Louis, the gay man who organized the group under Hay’s leadership, fell ill, it 
became impossible to talk about him. It felt like a group embarrassment, as though 
the energetic and dogmatic Louis had fallen into a pernicious kind of ‘wrongthink’, 
and was dying of it…. 
 
These examples may seem foolish or delusional – they certainly reflect a 
considerably more incoherent, more desperate era. I am not claiming that any of 
them represents any real way of preventing bodily decay and destruction… though 
the sheer statistical improbability of my own survival – I am now fifty-nine – has 
created some peculiar connections across my memories, my experiences, my 
projections and identities, and all their resultant interpretations. 
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If we distrust these varieties of wishful thinking in relation to illness and death – 
especially when they are bolted onto a disease that already has so many different 
kinds of cultural and psychic guilt and shaming attached to it – the question 
remains: how can we work among ourselves, not merely in our individual 
transformations, but also without dictating a required political stance to a socially-
oriented population – and yet manage to make some connection to those things that 
must be contemplated in relation to prospective illness and death? 
 
The most famous psychological writings about AIDS that have grappled with death 
and dying focus on single patients: Bosnak (1989 & 1997) and Lee (1996) each work 
with one person in the final months before their death. These writings are powerful 
and of value, but they are bound to the unique experiences of single patients – the 
presence of illness and death amplify and add to existing complexes and patterns, 
but everything retains a single focus (and, in fact, each book focuses on an unusually 
creative patient). Is there any way to consider the powerfully non-political, non-
social, non-extrovert aspects of illness and death, and yet at the same time to hold 
onto insight into a range of different but related experiences? Can we try to 
understand larger patterns, larger questions that must be answered – not in the 
schematic patterns pioneered by Kübler-Ross (1969/1997), but through an extended 
awareness that includes a larger, but perhaps not infinitely large, range of 
possibilities? 
 
In another discussion – one more connected to my university research – I have 
attempted to classify musical works written about AIDS that involved several kinds 
of anger (Attinello, 2007-10). These are cultural or creative categories rather than 
psychological ones, but it may give some indication of the kinds of things that we 
might consider: my first category is activist or righteous anger, which is associated 
with political activism, militancy, and a social conscience; it is sometimes connected 
with expressions of grief and endurance, among other feelings. Another category, a 
distinctly subcultural one, is associated with punk or metal music – in many cases 
these works are more about the social energy of anger, either generic or situational, 
than about definite people or situations. A more concrete quality appears in satirical 
rage, with all the resentful frustrations that are exaggerated in its expression. Avant-
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garde creative expression often invokes an all-consuming rage, virtually psychotic in 
its intensity and unbridled proliferation of symbols, but one that is often linked to 
real experiences of grief and loss. My final quasi-cultural category is the paranoid 
fantasy, which is propelled from behind the scenes by a perpetual, unchanging rage 
against repression and manipulation. 
 
It makes sense, of course, that anger would be a reasonable totalized response to 
AIDS, especially in the mid- and late 1980s. Activist movements were largely 
spearheaded by young gay men (as so many people with HIV from other identity 
groups were often unwilling to speak out in public – a tendency that continues to 
this day); as a result they tended to be generated from an archetype that is a sort of 
‘heroically enraged puer’ – a construct that values the primacy of one’s own 
freedom, interests and desires, along with a blame cast onto father figures (such as 
politicians and doctors); a construct that insists that such emotions and projections 
are the only valid way to operate in the world. 
 
However, it is clear that anger is also avoidance: that any investment in the variety 
of angers has its function as a distraction from the cluster of archetypal images and 
complexes that attach to dying, death, and oblivion. In presentations, lectures, and in 
the consulting room, I have repeatedly employed a useful metaphor – that of the 
black hole, of the astrophysical object which is so intensely charged that forces 
whose function we take for granted in the ‘normal’ universe (light, gravity, 
relationships between matter and energy) are so overwhelmed that all our familiar 
rules disintegrate in the vicinity. Cleary, complexes often function in this way – but 
there are experiences that are intense enough that they will always have this impact, 
with greater intensity than anything else: such as death and the processes connected 
to it. 
 
••• 
 
There is another facet to focusing on the political, rather than the existential. At 
times it appears that much of the political power, as well as the anger and 
aggression, that is associated with AIDS is a way of shoring fragments, as it were, 
against our own ruins. For the gay men who are often the most publicly articulate 
with their resistance and opinions, this may reflect classic psychoanalytic tropes that 
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associate being gay with narcissism. I am always uncomfortable with totalizing 
theories of the alternative sexualities, but I would have to admit that narcissism, 
both positive and negative, and puer patterns are not uncommon among many 
urban gay men. 
 
In the context of admitting the puer, there are uncomfortable examples of men who 
have distorted or even falsified the public history of AIDS, of activism, of the 
founding of major support organizations. Larry Kramer is perhaps the most famous 
example, having exaggerated his role in political history, including several cases of 
‘borrowing’ credit from those who have died. Strangely enough, in my own small 
city in northern England, in the past few years, we have had four of these cases, 
three of them gay men – people who have attempted to reorient an AIDS group’s 
activities or public image for their own personal aggrandizement, who have 
changed policies in strange and disconnected ways, or who have lied about other 
organizations in media interviews: occurrences that cause one to doubt the absolute 
authenticity of political activism. And it is only fair to acknowledge my own parallel 
egotism in relation to transforming my own years of living with AIDS into public 
speeches, published articles, and a shadow envy that comes up in me when I 
recognize my own reflection in some of these problematic colleagues. It is evident 
that our fear of illness and death does not necessarily encourage us to step out of the 
petty demands of the ego – too often we retreat to the smallest ring of walls around 
the ego, setting bowmen and catapults on the ramparts…. 
 
••• 
 
Is it possible, then, that all of the public noise and fury of politics can be merely 
another way to avoid death – to run away from the metaphorical and archetypal 
void that lies beyond the heart that still beats? I have often felt that it is, and I think 
my sense of this reflects not only my own concerns. I wonder if we can use the bitter, 
powerful, and occasionally ecstatic experiences of the past thirty-five years to 
reconnect our imaginations to the things that we must face, to what I believe must be 
seen – to what is finally seen by each one of us, at the end. 
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Politics as Avoidance: Death, Illness, and the Politics of HIV/AIDS 
 
Paul Attinello 
 
HIV/AIDS has always been a lightning rod for Western anguish around sex, race, 
drug use, and homosexuality, with many of its battles fought on political grounds – 
but the terrors of deep illness and death are often avoided through political 
expression. Can the energy of a public demonstration answer the questions posed in 
a dimly lit hospital room at three a.m., as a person with AIDS is filled with an 
awareness of physical disintegration and imminent death? These questions have 
disturbed me since I first watched a boyfriend die in 1983, and even more since my 
own HIV diagnosis in 1987. Years of medical, political, cultural and personal 
experiences have not resolved this gap, or the sense that our hard-won political 
power is a covert strategy for banishing the real and terrible problem of death in the 
modern world. 
 
For more than thirty years, HIV/AIDS has been a focus of powerful political change 
in the worlds of sexuality, drug treatment, health care, patient activism, 
immigration, and social stigma. It is a major source of many modern symbols and 
activities – ribbons, marches, walks, posters, quilts, and the transformation of 
personal experience into public stories. The social reasons for such symbolic power 
are self-evident – much of the public discussion has always had its source in a 
particular part of the HIV population: the relatively articulate, prosperous, young 
gay men who were hit by what is commonly called the ‘crisis’ only about fifteen 
years after they had begun to wield increased political and cultural clout. 
 
However, since the early 1980s, this symbolic power has been combatively directed 
towards medical and political structures: doctors who would not touch patients, 
officials who ignored or denied funding, pharmaceutical companies that 
downplayed side effects, etc. This is an extrovert response, and one rooted in an 
emotional core of fear and anger – the radical political network ACT-UP spent a 
great deal of enraged energy not only on public protest, but also on refocusing the 
experience of AIDS onto problems of governance and finance. Despite success in 
those areas – increased freedom to issue incompletely tested medications, payment 
for medications, a reduction of the panic around drug use to allow needle exchanges 
– confrontation with the core terrors is consistently avoided. 
 
This spectrum of avoidance and projection, and our fearful condemnation of 
criminalized sexualities and drugs, has its roots in our terror of death. This directly 
connects contemporary experience to ancient archetypal images (Herzog) – the 
terror of the unknowable, the unbearable thought of ending, the generation of a 
range of unstable and incoherent symbols – and, perhaps, the impossibility of 
articulating expectations that are not wishful fantasy. 
 
I wish to use archetypal images and thirty years of experience and work with AIDS 
to reconnect the imagination to what we must face, to what I believe must be seen. 
